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2020 STATE OF THE TERRITORY ADDRESS 

Honorable Lolo Matalasi Moliga 
Governor of American Samoa 

STATE OF THE TERRITORY ADDRESS 
Servants of God 

President of the Senate Gaoteote Pala’ie Tofau and Senators 

Speaker of the House Savali Talavou Ale and Representatives 

Chief Justice Lealaialoa Michael Kruse and Judges 

Congresswoman Aumua Amata Radewagen 

Lieutenant Governor Lemanu Peleti Mauga and the Cabinet 

Secretary of Samoan Affairs Mauga and District Governors 

Cultural Leaders of Tutuila, Manu’a and Aunu’u 

Cabinet Members 

Chamber of Commerce and Business Leaders 

Senior Citizens of American Samoa 

Youth of American Samoa 

Ladies and Gentlemen 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 

 On January 3, 2013, I, together with Lieutenant 

Governor Lemanu Peleti Mauga began the journey to make 

happen the dream, which inspired and energized us to seek the 

highest political offices of the land.  

 

 The dream was simply to improve the lives of our people 

by rekindling their hopes and faith in their government with 

assurances that their government would do everything possible 

to ensure that their dreams and aspirations are realized. 

 

 Lieutenant Governor Lemanu and I thank God that you 

also shared the same dream which made the journey less 

difficult. Your desire to become our vital partners and not our 

adversaries in setting a clear pathway for the future, ensured the 

fulfillment of our collective dream for our territory and our 

people.  

American Samoa Government January 13, 2020 
36th Legislature 
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 For the last seven years we have dedicated ourselves to the principle of doing the right 

things the right way in full transparency embracing our joint commitment to placing the needs 

of our people first.  

 

 Each year, since January 3, 2013, I have stood before you, the Legislative and the 

Judicial Branches of our Government reporting on the outcomes of our collaborative 

implemented actions aimed to fulfill he dreams and aspirations of our people.   

 

 Today marks the sunset of this precious honor and privilege to stand before you one 

final time to report on the status of our Territory. I thank the people of American Samoa for 

according me this distinction, this liberty, this pleasure, and this honor.  

 

 Each of you should take pride, satisfaction, and great delight over the significant 

progress we have achieved together since January 3, 2013.  

 

 You have in your possession the 2019 Annual Report which chronicles positive and 

major outcomes of our joint collaboration since January 3, 2013. In spite significant hurdles and 

constraints we encountered throughout the years, we have made extraordinary achievements. 

 

 I will, therefore, endeavor this morning to highlight and summarize our major 

achievements since January 3, 2013 that have brought us to where we are at today. 

 

FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

 

 Let me start with our financial operation as it constitutes the driving force which triggers 

progress in all areas of the government impacting our economy and our community.  

 

 On January 3, 2013, the American Samoa Government faced $44.5 million of debt 

exposure, and an estimated FY 2013 yearend deficit of $5,175,654. 

 

 This revelation immediately compelled the issuance of cost containment measures on 

January 4, 2013, the day after our inauguration, to control wasteful spending with concurrent 

implementation of our vision of financial prudence and fiscal accountability, to restore the 

American Samoa Government’s financial integrity.  

 

 At the close of fiscal year 2013, a surplus of $3,078,253 was realized which reduced the 

previous year deficit balance of $7,882,924 down to $4,804,571 or 60.1% reduction.  

 

 Instead of realizing the $5,175,654 projected 2013 deficit, we managed to incur an 

operating surplus of $3,078,253, demonstrating that the implemented cost containment 

measures had been extremely effective and our vision of fiscal prudence, financial 

accountability, and financial integrity transformation has taken shape. 
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 The year end financial results for fiscal year 2014, registered the deficit fund balance 

climbing to $13,157,224, caused by the $8,352,555 of deficit spending.  

 

 Reaffirming the enforcement of the cost containment measures in 2015 produced 

positive results at the close of the year. The resulting operating surplus of $3,997,734 shrank the 

deficit fund balance by 30.2% to $9,159,852.  

 

 Even brighter financial outcomes were witnessed at the close of 2016. The year ended 

with an operating surplus of $6,053,652 diminishing the deficit fund balance by 66.1% to 

$3,106,200.  

 

 Operating year 2017 produced historical results, for it transformed the deficit operating 

trend of the government to its first recorded positive fund balance of $786,300 dating back to 

almost two decades ago.  

 

 The 2018 financial outcomes continued the historical setting trend with the registration 

of the consecutive positive fund balance of $3,876,174 which increased by 79.7% caused by the 

operating surplus of $3,089,874. 

 

 Preliminary operating figures for 2019 estimate an operating surplus of $721,487 which 

will increase the positive fund balance to $4,597,661 or 18.6%. 

 

 We are extremely confident, that the 2020 year will mirror the continuation of the 

history making trend of continued growth in our positive fund balance, anticipating an 

operating surplus at yearend.  
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration’s vision for economic development was and 

continues to be to diversify our economy to shield us from the adverse effects of our continued 

susceptibility and vulnerability to external global events. This is made more critical due to our 

continuing dependence on just the canneries and the American Samoa Government; and the 

two major employers.  

 The widespread impact of economic development on the economic well-being and the 

quality of life of the people of American Samoa spurred us to make economic development one 

of the top priorities of the Lolo-Lemanu Administration.  

 Economic well-being simply refers to the financial ability of the individual to purchase 

goods and services to improve his/her quality of life.  

 To achieve this aspiration, the focus was placed on job creation, increased revenue 

generation, private business retention and expansion, economic diversification, economic 

fortification, and economic resiliency. 

 Our desire to implement a sustained economic development program at the inception of 

our leadership tenure was and continues to be most challenging because impeding factors, not 

under our control, persistently undermined our economic development strategies.  

 This dilemma is clearly reflected in the erratic 

fluctuation in our Gross Domestic Product (GDP) from 2013 to 

2018. At the end of 2013, our GDP was at a negative 2.8%.  

 It rose to a positive 0.9% in 2014, then it continued to 

climb to 3.1% in 2015 before sinking to a negative 1.4% in 

2016 and continuing to drop to a negative 5.8% in 2017 before 

it recovered to a positive 2.2% rise in 2018.  

 The growth of our GDP from a negative 2.8% to a 

positive 3.2% for the period 2013 to 2015 was propelled by the 

investments injected by Tri-Marine together with government 

acceleration in the construction of public infrastructural 

projects.  

 The crippling effects of the long-term accumulation of 

legacy debts along with its stagnant revenue generation 

capacity compelled the exploration of alternative sources of 

funds to enhance the financial and economic ability of the 

American Samoa Government to implement its economic 

strategy rooted in diversification in 2015.  

 The 2015 Bond Proceeds retired the government’s two 

loans remaining balances from the American Samoa 

Government Employees Retirement Fund (2007 and 2006) of 

$5,891,007 and $5,831,161 respectively, settled Progressive 

Insurance claim of $4,597,446, and repaid $8.100,000 owed to 

the American Samoa Power Authority.  

TERRITORIAL ECONOMY 

Optimistic view that 2019 GDP 
will remain positive due to    
investment by Starkist. 
 
The 2015 Bond retired two loan 
balances from the American 
Samoa Government Employees 
Retirement Fund (2007 and 
2006) of $5,891,007 and 
$5,831,161 respectively. 
 
Confidence in the future of our 
economy is catalyzed by the 
strong private sector recovery, 
new technology based compa-
nies, greater access by  busi-
nesses to venture capital, re-
energized tourism, local fisher-
ies, renewable energy systems, 
etc.  

 
.   
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 The remaining balance of the Bond Proceeds was invested in the Manu’atele 

($5,000,000), the Rapiscan ($10,000,000), roads ($3,000,000), LBJ equipment ($2,900,000), 

shipyard improvement ($1,000,000), ASPA’s solar project on Ta’u, Ofu ($8,100,000), upgrade 

of government’s financial system ($2,000,000), and the Immigration’s Computer System 

upgrade ($250,000).   

 The closure of Tri-Marine’s Samoa Tuna Packing plant in 2016 fueled the additional 

drop in our GDP from a negative 1.4% to a negative 5.8%. Government spending was frozen to 

shrink the deficit fund balance which ballooned to $13,157,224 at the close of 2014. 

 The GDP’s unprecedented growth from a negative 5.8% in 2017 to a positive 2.2% in 

2018 was stimulated with investment by Star Kist to upgrade its physical plant as well as the 

governments investments in public infrastructure.  

 This upward spike in the GDP for this period was also spurred by increased 

consumption fueled by aggressive government actions investing in the upgrade of its economic 

and social infrastructure.   

 There is optimism that our GDP for 2019 will remain positive because of continued 

investments by Starkist to support its anticipated increase in pouch production when its 

California production plant closes.  

 Further confidence in the future strength of our economy is catalyzed by the strong 

private sector business recovery, the establishment of new technology based companies, 

additional employment by Starkist, greater access by  businesses to venture capital through 

business loans from the Territorial Bank of American Samoa, re-energized tourism industry, 

growth in local fisheries development, increased substitution for imported agricultural products, 

completion of the government’s major infrastructural projects, and the anticipated reduction in 

utility costs when the American Samoa Power Authority’s renewable energy power generating 

systems are launched.  

 We are very confident as well that the implementation of the above described economic 

development initiatives will likewise incentivize the creation of new jobs for the residents of 

American Samoa. 

 Since the closure of Van Camp 

Samoa Packing on September 30, 2009, 

triggering the termination of over 4,000 

direct and indirect jobs in the private 

sector, the government and the private 

sector have struggled to replace the 

employment void which gave rise to the 

recorded unemployment rate of 20.4% at 

the close of 2013.  
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 From 2014 to 2016 the unemployment rate declined from 12.1% in 2014 to 10.5% in 

2016. The closure of Samoa Tuna Processing Plant raised to the unemployment rate to 14.3%. 

Starkist’s production expansion spurred the hiring of additional employees and shrank the 

unemployment rate to 11.4% in 2018.  

 The $23,000,000 recently approved by the United States Department of Housing and 

Planning for Gita related damages and the $18 million from the United States Department of 

Agriculture for Gita relief expenditures will stimulate consumption and business sales.  

 The Development Bank of American Samoa continues quietly to fund business, home, 

and community loans which contributed to employment and economic growth.  

 From 2013 to 2019 the Development Bank of American Samoa has approved and 

disbursed 319 Direct Consumer Loans; 55 HUD Loans; 31 VA Loans; 157 Student Loans; 12 

Direct Commercial Loans; 48 Direct Micro Loans; 10 CSBG Loans; 2 CDBG Loans; 75 

CDBG Most Needy Loans; 21 EDRLF Loans; and 17 Special Project Commercial Loans.  

 Our investment in Hawaiki will begin to bear financial and economic results as the 

American Samoa Telecommunications Authority continues to launch its new services with the 

simultaneous sale of Hawaiki’s 200 gigabytes of bandwidth.  

 While tourism has not achieved our expectations, appreciable growth in the number of 

cruise ships calling at our Pago International Port brought with it export earnings through 

passenger spending, refueling, and other ancillary purchases.  

 The Visitor Industry Board has been reconstituted with a new mandate of focusing on 

local development activities beneficial not only to visitors to our island but also to our local 

residents.  

 We are very pleased with the emerging trend adopted by some of the local business 

owners converting raw agricultural products such as taro, breadfruit, banana, ta’amu, and other 

root crops to commercial salads and chips products.  

  I am proud to thank this young businesswoman Patricia Vaivao for sharing with all of 

us the products of a new business venture, which directly advances our economic vision of 

economic diversification by using local resources and converting them to export products and 

for local consumption thereto impacting our import substitution economic goal. 

HOME LOANS 

Program Title Total Number of 

Loans 

Total Cost 

Direct Mortgage Loan 319 home loans $6,514,511 

HUD HOME Loan 55 new homes $2,975,666 

HUD CDBG-Decent Affordable Home Loan Program 73 homes repaired $671,758 

VA Native American Direct Loan 31 new homes $4,795,197 

TOTAL $14,957,132 

(Summary of affordable home and business loans issued by DBAS from 2013 to 2019) 
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 We are very encouraged by the increased number of local farmers expanding their 

respective production of traditional crops and vegetables to replace imported products destined 

for the School Lunch Program.   

 The resurrection campaign being waged by the Department of Agriculture encouraging 

families to reengage in small family agricultural plots for subsistence will significantly improve 

self-sufficiency and abate the leakage of local funds through the purchase of imports. 

 There is a noticeable increase in the pounds of locally caught fish being sold at the 

market place, in stores, and along the road side, but the amounts are very limited indicating the 

potential for expansion. This will also serve to improve our subsistence capacity and advance 

our import substitution goals.  

 There is optimism that employment growth will be experienced in 2019 and beyond 

because Starkist is sure to continue its production expansion plan now that Congress has 

approved the extension of the 30(A) Tax Credit and the anticipated reduction in utility costs 

when ASPA’s renewable energy program is completed.  

 The suspension of any hike in the federal minimum wage for the next two years, ready 

access to venture capital from the Territorial Bank of American Samoa, and favorable utility 

rates improve the business and economic environment which we hope to spark growth in our 

economy.  

 The Presidential Declaration of our Cyclone Gita disaster opened the gate for the influx 

of federal funding assistance such as the first $24 million and second $18 million that the 

Department of Human and Social Services received and the $23 million from the U.S. 

Department of Housing and Urban Development that the Department of commerce also 

received for Gita related effects to property and financial wherewithal. These funds along with 

direct FEMA aid for Public Assistance, SBA Loan, and Individual Assistance stimulated 

spending which reflect positively in the 2019 Gross Domestic Products.  

 This promising future economic development outlook raises equal confidence that 

employment will grow and the quality of life of our people will be enhanced through jobs, 

which will provide our people with purchasing power to purchase quality of life improvement 

goods and services.  

SMALL BUSINESS LOANS 

Program Title Total Number of Loans Total Cost 

Community Services Block Grant 10 businesses $441,375 

Direct Micro Loan 48 small businesses   $96,000 

Direct Commercial Loan 12 business start-ups $280,000 

Special Projects Loan 17 new and existing businesses $1,021,758 

HUD CDBG-Small Business Loan 2 small businesses $35,225 

Economic Development Revolving Loan Fund 21 new and existing businesses $1,286,829 

TOTAL $3,161,187 
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EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STATUS: 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration’s vision for education is embedded in the solid 

conviction that education empowers each resident of American Samoa to escape poverty, boosts 

the territory’s economic growth, increases income, engenders the individual to a healthy, happy 

and fulfilled life and combats social determinants of health that suppresses the quality of life.  

 Invariably, Lolo and Lemanu believed intrinsically that education is one of the 

most important investments a country can make in its people and its future. 

 The major hurdle which needed immediate attention at the outset of the administration 

in January 4, 2013 was to respond to the High-Risk Status imposed by the U.S. Department of 

Education placing federal funds in jeopardy.  

 Second, the administration took aim at improving the educational infrastructure which 

had been left to deteriorate for some time. The Department of Health issued public 

condemnations of school buildings and the administration responded immediately with the 

implementation of an  aggressive repair campaign of educational facilities, and investments in 

the construction of new classrooms, bathrooms, computer and science rooms, cafeterias, 

gymnasiums, Samoan Fales, Early Childhood Educational Community Centers, and other 

support facilities.  

 On the aggregate, the American Samoa Government constructed 22 New Buildings, 100 

New Classrooms (capacity 25), 6 New Cafeterias, 5 Resource Centers, 3 Computer Labs, 7 

Special Ed Units,  1 Science Lab, 6 Gymnasiums, 22 Restrooms, 1 Samoan Fale, 6 

Administrative Offices and 13 ECE Playgrounds. 
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TERRITORIAL EDUCATION 

Lolo and Lemanu believe 
that education is one of the 
most important investments 
a country can make in its peo-
ple and its future. 

Commitment to reclassify 
teachers along with providing 
post-secondary educational 
opportunities for them to attain 
higher educational credentials. 

Appreciable gain is registered 

in student performance in 

Math and English and confi-

dence that with new STEM pro-

grams being implemented, stu-

dent outcomes will improve.  

  

 

 The instructional capacity of the teacher corps was 

assessed from which prompted the commitment to reclassify 

the teachers along with providing post-secondary 

educational opportunities for them to attain higher 

educational credentials.  

 With the established pervasive impact of education 

on every facet of life in the territory, the “Adopt-A-School” 

Initiative was established assigning each school, both public 

and private, to be adopted by an agency of the American 

Samoa Government.  

 The Salary Threshold was established, raising the 

entry level compensation of $23,000 and $27,000 for a 

bachelor’s and master’s degree holder respectively compared 

to the existing compensation level of $16,000 and $24,000 

for a bachelor’s and master’s degree holder.  

 The alarming growth in the obesity rate among our 

school children triggered investments in the construction of 

gymnasiums and other recreational facilities and compelled 

avid support for organized sports activities for our children.  

 The success attained by some of our children in capitalizing on their athletic talents also 

gave rise to our investments in gymnasiums and support for the JPS program. This program 

provides opportunities for our athletes to be seen by college coaches thus providing an 

alternative conduit to college education.  

 From January 4, 2013 to the end of 2019, our joint efforts gave rise to the following 

outcomes.  

 As promised, the reclassification of the Department of Education’s workforce was 

finally completed with the salary thresholds for teachers with Associate Degrees, Bachelor 

Degrees and Master Degrees were raised by 67.1%, 43.8%, and 28.6% respectively. The 

Principals and Administrators new average salaries are $38,000 and $42,000 respectively. 

 The desire to staff each classroom with a bachelor degree holder remains wanting as 

there are still 236 teachers with only an Associate Degree constituting 29% of the total teacher 

corps.   

 The distribution of educational credentials for the teaching personnel of the Department 

of Education shows that 64 lacked degree determination, 3 less than an Associate degree, 236 

Associate degrees, 343 Bachelor degrees, 178 Masters degrees, 2 Doctorate degrees and 13 

others.  
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 Appreciable gain is registered in student performance in Math and English and there is 

confidence that with new STEM programs being implemented, student outcomes will improve.  

 The American Samoa Community College continues to expand its course offerings to 

improve its responsiveness to the needs of the community, particularly in the trades area.  

 The Department of Education and the American Samoa Community College continued 

to collaborate on improving the transitioning from high school to college to reduce the number 

of high school graduates having to take remedial classes at ASCC. 

 

 

 

 

 Recognizing the desire to staff each classroom by a teacher with a bachelors degree, the 

Department of Education and ASCC are cooperating to increase enrollment in ASCC’s Teacher 

Bachelor Degree Program.  

 There is also the belief that the ongoing implementation of the educational support 

infrastructural program, coupled with the heightened commitment by the teachers, future 

educational progress is promising.  

“the administration took aim at improving the educational 

infrastructure . . .with the implementation of an  aggressive repair 

campaign of educational facilities” 
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HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration’s vision for healthcare centered on the establishment 

of a healthcare delivery system that has the capacity to effectively diagnose, treat, manage, and 

prevent physical and mental ailments, illnesses, diseases, injuries, and emergencies that do arise 

so our people live longer, healthier, happier and fulfilled lives.  

 I wish to thank you and the people of American Samoa for their patience, tolerance, 

acceptance, and support of our collaborative efforts to arrest the spread of measles which has 

caused havoc for the Independent State of Samoa with the death toll continuing to rise.  

 We are very sensitive and mindful of the perceived severity and drastic nature of our 

Measles Containment, Eradication, and Prevention Strategy, but we adopt the posture that it is 

better to err on the side of caution to prevent the loss of one life.  

 We should take pride in the fact that established policies requiring all our children to be 

vaccinated to gain immunization from Measles and all other social diseases contributed 

significantly to the quick containment of the spread of measles.  

 I am very appreciative of the demonstrated willingness of the religious organizations, 

private sector, and community organizations to abide by the policy declarations issued aimed to 

instantly stop the spread of measles.  

 I am particularly overwhelmed with gratitude, pride, and admiration over the 

extraordinary and exceptional quality of character displayed by our religious community, 

businesses, individuals, and villages when they put others plight before their own by donating 

whatever they could so we can ease the suffering form the health catastrophe of our sisters and 

brothers in Samoa. 

 I excluded government from the list of donors because the donations came from 

directors and their respective employees and not a penny came from the government’s financial 

coffer except for the use of facilities and equipment for this effort.   

 We are certain that this selfless act by all of you will not go unnoticed and will in some 

fashion or form will be rewarded by our Heavenly Father.  

 The measles epidemic has also compelled us to vaccinate all residents of American 

Samoa and to become more vigilant in scrutinizing visitors to our shores to ensure that we will 

never experience this nature of health crisis that is plaguing our brothers and sisters in Samoa.  

 This endemic should heighten our resolve to support the Department of Health’s 

vaccination and mass drug distribution campaigns strengthening our people’s immunity from 

concocting measles, filariasis, HIV, Aids, Hepatitis B, rubella, and many other crippling 

diseases and viruses.  

 The Department of Health the LBJ Tropical Medical Center since January 4, 2013 have 

engaged in building the quality of our healthcare delivery system recognizing that the nearest 

hospital is in Hawaii.  
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 While these two healthcare agencies worked to improve the quality of healthcare 

services rendered on island, the American Samoa Government through its Medicaid Program 

labored to secure funding to resurrect and sustain our off-island medical referral program to 

address chronic cases beyond the treatment capability of the LBJ Tropical Medical Center. 

 The Off-Island Medical Referral New Zealand (OMRNZ) program went into effect on 

April 2017, and was launched in November of the same year. Since then, Medicaid has paid 

$7.9 million for the OMRNZ in medical care, transportation and accommodations. No other 

health insurance model is designed like American Samoa’s OMRNZ with comprehensive 

coverage from beginning to end of referrals.  

 Since the start of the OMRNZ program, Medicaid has referred 582 patients to NZ. But 

71% or 429 patients were referred in calendar year 2019 alone under the availability of the 

100% FMAP. Approximately 47% of total patients were referred in the months of August to 

October 2019 or 34% of total program beneficiaries since the start of the OMRNZ program. Of 

the 582 patients referred to NZ, a total of 466 patients have already completed their 

appointments. 

 Never before in the history of the territory has so many people, from all walks of life 

been referred off-island within a period of two years with their medical bills, transportation and 

accommodations fully paid for 100% by the Medicaid program.  Hundreds of patients have 

received life-saving treatments that have not only saved their lives, many have improved their 

quality of life.  
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 Since 2013, Medicaid has provided LBJ with $141,918,957 in Medicaid 

reimbursements including EAP and CHIP payments. In addition, LBJ also received $5.9 

million in incentive payments for the use of a CMS compliant electronic health records system. 

Finally, starting in 2017, LBJ received a total of $3.4 million in Medicare Co-Insurance 

Payments that had never before been reimbursed under the state plan even though it had been 

available for several years. Between 2013 to now over 7 years, LBJ Hospital received a total 

estimated of $151 million from all eligible reimbursements under the Medicaid State Plan.  

 The DOH Community Health Center received a total of $3.9 million in Medicaid 

reimbursements since it became a Medicaid provider in FY2017. Becoming a Medicaid 

provider allowed the DOH to waive its $10 facility fees for all patients to encourage residents to 

engage in preventive care. Previously, DOH was told that it could not be a Medicaid provider 

due to it not being a Medicare provider. The Lolo-Lemanu administration found a solution with 

an alternative payment method that allowed the DOH to become a Medicaid provider after 

more than 20 years of being in existence. 

 The Medicaid Office operationalized an obscure provision in the Medicaid State Plan 

that allowed for payments of the 20% of Medicare co-payments for Medicare beneficiaries at 

the LBJ hospital and off-island.  Medicaid reimbursed a total of $3,442,802 to LBJ and US 

providers for the 20% co-pay.  

 CMS approved Medicaid’s request to allow for reimbursement of durable medical 

equipment, prosthetics, orthotics and supplies (DMEPOS) “on island”. Previously this benefit 

was only available for off-island patients when they would go to Hawaii. Eligible local 

residents were provided various types of medical equipment (wheelchairs, beds, walkers, cpap 

machines, limb prosthetics, etc.) fully paid for by Medicaid. Medicaid has provided $252,039 

for DMEPOS product that have helped 266 people become mobile and comfortable in their own 

homes.   

(Since the start of the OMRNZ program, Medicaid has referred 598 patients to 

NZ. But 71% or 429 patients were referred in calendar year 2019 alone.) 
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 In total, over the past seven years, our government has been able to receive an estimated 

$165.5 million dollars in Medicaid Federal funding, contributing to job growth, increased hiring 

of doctors, nurses and other medical staff, modernization of facilities, infrastructure and 

equipment and various medical and administrative training for the territories Healthcare 

Workforce. 

 Through the vigilance and diligent work of our Medicaid Office, for the first time since 

the inception of the Medicaid Program, has our FMAP of 55% raised to 83% by the recently 

signed legislation granting American Samoa $84 million dollars in Medicaid Funding for the 

next two years with the FMAP change to 17%:83%. 

 We have proven over the past three years, that our government can successfully 

administer an off-island program in addition to these new services that not only improve the 

lives of our people, but also save the lives of our people.  

All of these new services that we have designed and implemented, however, require dedicated 

local match dollars. With the approval of our $84 million of future Medicaid funding, it is 

imperative on our local government to maintain and increase our investment into the Medicaid 

local match budget to ensure that we can resume these services in the near future.  

 Meanwhile, we must continue to innovate to improve the quality of medical care across 

our health care system to minimize unnecessary referrals off island. Medicaid can help reform 

our health care system by providing more health care benefits for our people on island, such as 

long-term care for the elderly and disabled, rehabilitation and hospice services.  

 In building LBJ Tropical Medical Center’s diagnostic competence, a new State of the art 

Cat-Scan, new Ultrasound, and new X-ray equipment were purchased along with greater use of 

the Telemedicine capability, and having a resident qualified Radiologist on staff.   

 Elder Dr. John Edwards, and Elder Dr. Gregory Patch have also pledged to provide 

training to our local physician staff which ensures the continuation of these critical services 

when they depart. 

 Sister Rebecca Edwards is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker and her expertise is also 

being utilized at the hospital. Sister Janene Patch is a Licensed Practical Nurse whose services 

are also being made available to the hospital 

 Diagnostic and exploratory tests normally performed off-island such as colonoscopy, 

endoscopy, Computed Tomography (CT Scan), Mammogram, Esophagogastroduodenoscopy 

(EGD), Colonoscopy, Echocardiogram are being performed at LBJ Tropical Medical Center 

which facilitates instant diagnosis of different medical issues; made possible by the high caliber 

of physicians now on staff. 

 Orthopedic Surgeon Elder Dr. John Edwards, who is on a medical physician mission for 

18 months from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, empowered LBJ Tropical 

Medical Center to perform orthopedic surgery on site which would have otherwise be 

performed off-island. Knee and hip replacement surgeries are now being performed at the LBJ 

Tropical Medical Center.  
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 We are truly indebted to Elder Vincent Haleck for securing these philanthropic services 

from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, not only for these highly skilled, 

competent, and experienced medical professionals, but also for the donation of expensive state 

of the art equipment for our operating room.  

 The equipment included the Operating Table for knee replacements and orthopedic 

tower, the C-Arm, and Bariatric Dialysis Chairs.  

 To accommodate the performance of Knee replacements surgeries, $800,000 was 

invested by LBJ Tropical Medical Center to upgrade the operating room along with the 

installation of Air Handling Units. 

 U.S. Board Certified Emergency Medicine (ER) Physician Elder Dr. Robert Keddington 

will arrive on island in early 2020 to serve his 18 months medical mission; further increasing 

the technical capacity of the LBJ Physician Corps thereby improving the quality of healthcare 

services offered to our people.  

 With the continual upswing in the number of dialysis patients, it was deemed prudent to 

establish the Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) Clinic and with the assistance from the Center for 

Disease Control (CDC) and Dr. Mark Durand of Pacific Island Health Officers Association 

(PIHOA) this became a reality serving the purpose of managing the goal to decrease the 

progression of Stage 5 Chronic Kidney Disease dialysis stage for patients.  

 Success has been observed with evidence of reversed stages for some of the patients 

since the inception of the program and the objective is to decrease potential and mortality rates 

in American Samoa due to kidney failure.  

 In 1980, there were only 2 Dialysis patients and today LBJ Tropical Medical Center is 

catering to the needs of an average of 173 patients and the opening of the Hope Dialysis this 

year lightens the burden for the hospital. 

 The implementation of the Pharmacy’s PYXIS System in 2018 attempts to eliminate 

errors in the administered medications by providing cross checks of the medication dispensing 

accuracy among the doctors, pharmacy, and nurses before release to the patient.  

 The Governor’s Healthcare Capacity Building Initiative emphasizes investments not 

only to fill the current shortages in doctors, nurses, and technicians, but also to ensure  the 

continued supply of these medical professions and it will begin this year with seven (7) being 

sent to Fiji’s School of Medicine, five in the next two years and three (3) every year thereafter.  

 LBJ has been sending its employees to training to become certified Laboratory, X-Rays, 

Pharmacy, Dialysis, and IT technicians, and these investments are beginning to bear fruits.  
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 The Department of Health has adopted an aggressive approach to healthcare by taking 

healthcare services to the community and to the homes particularly for the elderlies and the 

vulnerable population of American Samoa.  

 The inception of the Community Health Centers in the districts and on Manu’a has 

significantly provided ample opportunities to our people to seek medical care given their 

proximity and escaping long lines at the LBJ Tropical Medical Center.  

 The Department of Health is meeting its commitment to the Manu’a residents regarding 

the full-time presence of a physician and a nurse on Manu’a to deliver basic healthcare services 

to the people there.  

 The Department of Health continues its commitment to combating the rising incidents 

of communicable diseases by continuing to energize support for the boards and commissions 

which oversee these healthcare prevention strategies.  
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE STATUS 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration fully recognized that the economy needs 

reliable infrastructure to connect supply chains and efficiently move goods, services, and people 

to and from abroad, links households, creates higher quality opportunities for employment, 

healthcare and education, and provides reliable and affordable clean energy to power our utility 

systems to maintain the integrity of our environment. 

 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INFRASTRUCTURE 

Development Completed and On-going Improvement Projects: 

 The Pago Pago Airport Apron Rehabilitation Project which will cost $34 million when 

it is fully completed is underway. This is currently the largest project at the Pago Pago Airport. 

The project is the rehabilitation of the entire apron area at the airport inclusive of pavement 

reconstruction, new concrete hard stands, new fuel hydrant system, new floodlights for the area, 

and slight configuration of the aircraft stands.  

 The project has been split into 3 phases to allow the airport to remain its operation 

during the construction work. McConnell Dowell is building phase 1 (Stage 1), and Paramount 

Builders have Phase 2 (Stage 2 to 4). Remaining Phase 3 (Stages 5 and 6) have yet to be 

awarded. Stage 1 commenced in May 2018. The entire project is expected to be completed by 

mid 2021. 

 Pago Pago Airport Airfield Lights Upgrade Project which cost $3 million is completed 

and it upgrades all the lights and cabling on the airfield to LED fixtures ensuring safe aircraft 

operations at the airport.  

 Pago Pago Airport Runway 5/23’s 3,000 feet Overlay which cost $10 million is 

completed and it rehabilitated the identified deteriorated pavement portion particular to the 

touchdown zone to meet FAA safety standards.  

 Pago Pago Airport Arrival Area Renovations which costs $500,000 and soon to be 

completed attempts to improve long overdue uncomfortable conditions which projected an 

unpleasant atmosphere for passengers and visitors to our territory. The installation of a new 

conveyor belt system, installation of an air conditioning system, relocation of offices to allow 

for more efficient space, and improvement to the flow of people through the area does much to 

improve the welcome of travelers to our territory. 

 The Fitiuta Airport Airfield Lighting Upgrade costing $1million, allows the airport to be 

open for night operations, and improves visibility during day time operations in poor weather. 

Given the limited travel options to the Manu’a islands, this will greatly improve the travel 

experience to Manu’a, especially in an event of emergencies. The project design is expected to 

be completed in April 2020, with construction starting July 2020 with the completion date set 

for January 2021. 

 The Fitiuta Airport and Ofu Airport New ARFF Trucks that will cost $1 million entails 

the purchase of 2 new upgraded Class 3 Fire Fighter Trucks for the Fitiuta and Ofu airports 

which will enhance safety on both runway facilities.  
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 The Ofu Airport Runway Reconstruction Project Design estimated to cost $500,000 is 

95% completed with the completion date projected for January 2020; the purpose of which to 

allow for safer aircraft operations anticipating greater travel to the area through the 

government’s reenergized tourism development efforts.  

 All ASG Airports Safety Management Systems project with a price tag of $350,000 was 

commissioned in December 2016 and was completed in June 2019. This provided the airports 

with a Safety Management System for all aspects of airport operations, to ensure and improve 

safety at our airports. The SMS is a new requirement by FAA, and will be made part of its 

annual inspection of all US airports.  

 All ASG Airports Airfield Geographic Information Systems project priced at $2 million 

was commissioned in December 2016 and completed in 2018. This provides aerial imagery of 

the airports thus ensuring accurate readings of the airport for aircraft operations as well as 

construction work on the airport.  

 The Pago Pago International Airport Shoreline Protection Project Design Phase which 

costs $700,000 will run along Runway 8/26, from Lions Park to the runway intersection to 

mitigate progressive erosion from continual tidal impacts and sea level rise. This area falls 

within the Runway Safety Area and the design project explores the various construction options 

that can be implemented along the shoreline to prevent any further erosion. 

 The Pago Pago Airport Hangar Repairs costing $200,000 is underway mitigating 

Cyclone Gita inflicted damages and is slanted to be completed on March 2020. 

 

Seaport Ongoing and Completed Development Projects Status: 

 

 The Malaloa Wharf Extension estimated to cost $3 million provides more docking space 

for both fishing and pleasure vessels to ease the current congestion that is currently hampering 

fisheries operations. The project is slated to start in January of 2020 with the completion date 

set for November 2020. 

 The Faleasao Wharf’s New Terminal Building with the price tag of $250,000 supplies 

the terminal building at Faleasao Wharf to provide passenger shelter, cargo storage, 

accommodation of the Department of Port Administration Office. This project is expected to be 

completed in February of 2020.  

 The Faleasao Harbor Dredging Project is estimated to cost $3 million aims to improve 

the passage channel to allow the Manu’atele and the Sili to safely enter and exit the harbor 

without causing damage to these two significant transportation assets for the American Samoa 

Government. The project will commence on March 2020 and is expected to be completed by 

September of 2020. 

 The Faleasao Wharf Extension and ramp repairs with the price tag of $60,000 restores 

the integrity of these port facilities damaged by Cyclone Gita along with the extension of the 

concrete paved surface for the wharf area. 
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Power Development Progress: 

 The American Samoa Power Authority signed on March 2019 a Power Purchase 

Agreement (PPT)  with the Canadian Solar/Renewable Energy for the installation of the 20MW 

of Solar PV Power on Tutuila with 10MW of Solar PV power installed on ASG Land, east and 

west sides of the Sports Stadium in Tafuna and Phase II’s second 10MW Solar PV Power will 

be will located at Malaeimi. This project will be operationalized on December 2020 and July 

2021 respectively. At the completion of this project it will supply 18% of the territory’s total 

energy needs. 

 The Wind Generation Project was awarded on March 2019 to Green Globe Solutions 

American Samoa Inc. (GGGASI) and commercial operation will start on November 2020 with 

total power generation capacity of 110,376,000 kWh based on the capacity factor of 37%.  

 Collective power generation capacity of the new 20MW and the 42MW when these two 

power production initiatives are completed is 139,876,000 kWh. 

 The Waste-to-Energy project has been awarded to Maritect Solutions Inc. in September 

of 2019 and ASPA is finalizing the Power Purchased Agreement for signatures. The project is 

slated to be operationalized in early 2021.  

 The government, businesses, and the people of American Samoa will enjoy reduced 

electricity rates when all of the power generation projects are completed thus finally satisfying 

the Lolo-Lemanu’s commitment to reduce power costs below the 20 cents per kilowatt 

threshold. 

Water Development Progress: 

 The construction of this important project which was completed in September 31, 2018 

facilitated the connection of Wells 1, 2, & 3 and caused the Boil Water Notice (BWN) to be 

lifted from the Pavaiiai Water System. 

 The Tramway 200,000 Gallon Water Tank Replacement Phase 2 Project is 60% 

completed and it will serve most of the high elevation customers in the upper Fagatogo and 

Utulei areas and supplement water supply to the central water system.    

 ASPA with USEPA funding is replacing leaky pipes causing 58% to 65% monthly 

water losses however available funding limits replacement work to 10 miles per year to the 

water distribution system that is 200 miles long. With this amount of water loss monthly, the 

American Samoa Power Authority estimates to lose $40,000 to $50,000 of revenues.  

 The Proposed water system improvement will serve the many families in the upper Pago 

Pago and Fagasa areas who do not currently have access to ASPA water. These families are 

using village water systems which are not EPA approved and may not be safe for human 

consumption. The project is now completed and water is available to all families in both the 

Pago Pago and Fagasa side of the ridge along the main road to Fagasa. 

 The Vaitogi AC Pipe Replacement Project will replace approximately 2.5 miles of AC 

pipe in the system which serves over 400 homes in the area. This is designed to improve water 

pressure and contain water leakage to the aged distribution line.  
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 Manu’a Sanitary Survey Project includes the replacement of two Bolted Steel tanks in 

Fitiuta and Ofu and expected to be completed in the first quarter of 2020. The continuation of 

this project will be the construction of a water tank in Faleasao. 

 New Wells Drilling Project entails the drilling of eight (8) new wells aimed to improve 

water pressure and distribution in the Central Water System. Three of the eight new wells have 

been drilled and the drilling crew are now drilling the Aua Well. These new wells will also 

provide additional resources that will allow for replacement of GUDI wells and enable the 

lifting of the Boil Water Notice in the Central Water System. 

Wastewater Development Progress: 

 On-site Wastewater Systems Phase 1, is completed and Phase 2 is at 85% completion. 

In the interim, ASPA completed the installation of 20 EPA approved septic tanks in the 

Malaeimi valley in September 2018 and 8 in 2019 due to requests from the public and the 

availability of materials for the project. ASPA also continues to inspect new home septic 

systems for compliance in order to protect our water aquifers  

 The Eastside Village WW Collection System project completes the connections of all 

homes to the new sewer force main from the Canneries to Aua with Packages 1 through 4 

completed. Phase 1 of Package 5 was awarded to Fletcher in March 2018. Construction is 

underway and is 90% complete. Design for Phase 2 is 100% completed and construction will 

be put out to bid before Phase 1 is completed. 

Solid Waste Development: 

 Futiga Landfill Expansion Project completion added 10 more years of solid waste 

absorption capacity, and ease the pressure of having to locate a new landfill site to 

accommodate the escalating solid waste accumulation in our territory. 

 The Island Wide Clean-Up Campaign reflects one of the Lolo-Lemanu Administration’s 

signature projects because of its pervasive impact on the quality of life of our people. The 

Island Wide Cleanup Committee (IWCC), created by the Governor’s Executive Order 

appointed the ASPA CEO as chairman.  The Island-Wide Cleanup is carried out by the ASG 

workforce on the second Friday of every month.  ASPA continues to partner with stakeholders 

on the island wide clean-up to share resources, costs, and administer outreach and educational 

programs.  While there has been a noticeable change with the litter problem since the 

establishment of this WICC committee, the initiative will continue to be pursued and carried 

out with the same vigor and passion to ensure that our islands are litter free.   

 In addition to the IWCC campaign, the Water Ways and Coastal Clean Ups efforts were 

specifically supported by ASPA, the American Samoa Environmental Protection Agency 

(ASEPA), the Department of Commerce’s Coastal Program in partnership with the Pulenu’us.  

These agencies have been aggressive in conducting monthly waterways and coastal clean ups 

around the Nu’uuli Pala Lagoon and streams near the Tafuna Correctional Facility and 

throughout the community.   
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Telecommunications Development Progress: 

 

 The Hawaiki submarine fiber optic cable was commissioned just before the 2019 fiscal 

year began, and its positive effect was experienced in FY2019. Much work was done to 

stabilize the broadband network to handle the increased demand resulting from Hawaiki 

 Residential customers, experienced a 700% boost in speed and the number of residential 

customers using ASTCA broadband increased from 2600 to 3800 during FY2019. Customers 

continue to increase as the Internet increasingly becomes an essential part of daily life.  

 The Department of Education now gets 20 times the bandwidth it did prior to FY2019, 

with no price increase.  

 All across the territory, including Manu’a, businesses and agencies are able to use 

Internet services that were previously unaffordable or simply unavailable enabling the 

widespread use of video teleconferencing and chatting, distance learning, easy access to remote 

databases and Software as a Service,  and personal entertainment. 

 ASTCA was also busy developing its new LTE mobile network in 2019, and quietly 

introduced the service to the public at the very end of the fiscal year. The new network provides 

greater mobile coverage on Tutuila and Manu’a, reaching many remote villages that had never 

had reliable mobile service before, including all of the villages in Manu’a. It provides fast data 

speeds and advanced features, giving local consumers a mobile service that is comparable to 

much of the rest of the USA. 

 ASTCA built out a FirstNet first responder’s mobile network in partnership with AT&T 

with the expectation that the FirstNet service will be fully implemented in the first half of 2020. 

 ASTCA’s financial performance improved significantly in 2019, spurred by the 

implementation of rigorous cost control measures and the increase in Broadband revenues 

which rendered ASTCA’s operational accounts to be in the black, along with steps taken to 

better manage its long-term debt. 

 ASTCA reduced its head count in FY2019 as part of its cost control measures, but also 

rewarded staff members with performance-based increments and overdue reclassifications. As 

ASTCA introduced more services and served more customers the head count has begun to rise 

again. 

 ASTCA is working with local businesses and government agencies to provide advanced 

VoIP telephone systems that supply a range of features not previously available in PBX 

systems. At the start of the fiscal year, there were only 2 VoIP systems (at ASCC and ASPA), 

but 12 more were added during the year. There are now over 450 phone extensions on the 14 

VoIP systems installed. 

 ASTCA continued to help local businesses and agencies create Wide Area Networks 

that connect multiple locations on Tutuila and Manu’a with a unified network server. For 

example, a single network connects the Department of Health clinics at Leone, Tafuna, Fagaalu, 

Amouli, Ofu and Ta’u. ASPA runs a single network tying together its customer services in 

Pago Pago and Tafuna, as well as various ASPA facilities on Ofu, Ta’u and Tutuila. Many 

private businesses now use ASTCA to build similar networks. 
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 ASTCA also worked with federal agencies to extend their secure Very Wide Area 

Networks to include offices in American Samoa. For example, the Social Security 

Administration and the U.S. Census rely on ASTCA to securely connect their Tutuila offices 

with their database servers on the U.S. mainland. 

 In 2020, ASTCA will put all the pieces together and offer a full suite of services at 

home, at the office, and on the road. ASTCA will continue the trend of offering more advanced 

services to consumers, businesses, organizations and agencies.  

 There will be a big push to welcome customers onto our LTE mobile network. We will 

introduce the iPTV cable television service. We will elevate ASTCA’s customer service, retail 

experience, and marketing efforts.  

 ASTCA will partner with the Department of Commerce and private companies in 

seeking to promote job creation and labor force development, so that the investments in 

ASTCA will help our economy grow and improve job prospects for the young and old. 

 

Shipyard Infrastructural Development Progress: 

 The brand new 300 feet long building which houses the office, machine shops, stock 

and storage room, and other shipyard activities has been fully completed and now in use.  

 Rehabilitation work done to the platform upper section of the shipyard facility was 

completed however, in testing the platform it was derailed and is now awaiting work to place it 

back on the railing system. Completion of the rehabilitation work will open up operations to 

handle the repair work for the Manu’atele, Sili, and fishing vessels so they can start to earn 

income.   

Public Highway and Village Roads Infrastructural Development Progress: 

 At the onset of the Lolo-Lemanu Administration immediate attention was placed on 

repairing the chronic pot-holes that plagued the public highway system. The list of all the road 

work done and completed since January 4, 2013 is documented in the 2019 Annual Report, but 

the major road work done in 2019 includes repair of the Lion’s Park Road, the Hospital Road, 

and others.   

 

Public Buildings Infrastructural Development Progress: 

 The most recent public buildings include the 2-Story Museum, complete reconstruction 

of the public safety building, the Fire Stations, the Police Gymnasium, the Fagatogo Pavilion 

upgrade and expansion, school buildings, and many others which are fully documented in the 

2019 Annual Report.  

 

Shoreline Protection Infrastructural Development Progress: 

 The most recently completed shore protection projects is in Leloaloa-Atu’u, Aua, and 

Nu’uuli. Those constructed over the years are listed in the 2019 Annual Report. 
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration has invested heavily in building the social 

infrastructural system because of its invasive and pervasive impact on the quality of lives of our 

people today and tomorrow.  

 

Educational Infrastructural Development Progress: 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration committed resources to build 100 new classrooms, 6 

new cafeterias, 5 resource centers, 1 Science lab, 3 computer labs, 2 Special Education units, 13 

ECE playgrounds, numerous bathrooms, exclusive of all old classrooms which were repaired 

along with the substantial improvement of bathroom facilities. School gymnasiums were made 

a priority and completed with the construction of 3 brand new gymnasiums for Aua, Matafao, 

and Tafuna Elementary, 2 mini gymnasiums for Lauli’i and Siliaga elementary, and 2 renovated 

and upgraded gymnasiums for Leone and Faga’itua High Schools.  

 Simultaneously, $2.4 million was invested in the purchase of 17 new School Buses, 3 

school vans for Aunu’u, 2 school vans for Manu’a. DOI provided $700,000 to upgrade the 

school bus maintenance facility, purchase tools, equipment, and inventory of parts.  

 Through the DOI funded Insular ABC Initiative with its budget of $3,000,000, we were 

able to supplement the School Maintenance program for the territory wide educational 

infrastructural system. It also enabled the transfer of maintenance services from the Department 

of Education to the Department of Public Works to allow the former to focus on its educational 

mission.  

  The new gymnasiums to be constructed will include Nu’uuli Polytech High School 

(awarded), Leone Midkiff Elementary, Pava’ia’i Elementary, Manulele Elementary, and 

Coleman Elementary. 

 

Healthcare Infrastructural Development Progress: 

 

 To improve the quality of healthcare service for those seeking assistance at the hospital, 

LBJ Tropical Medical Center continued with its facilities improvement program with full 

renovations of all wards, clinics, pharmacy, operating room, concrete pavement to improve the 

rear access road and container storage. 

 The design for renovation and expansion of the operating room and labor delivery Phase 

II, III, and IV are underway. 

 Additional parking space to serve the public across from Public Health has been 

completed and is being utilized. 

 Design for the new State of the Art Intensive Care Unit is near completion and 

construction is planned to begin early this year. This will place the ICU on the second floor 

beginning the new strategy to place all wards on the second floor, with clinics and all the core 

operating activities on the first floor. 
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  The Operating Room 2 was fully renovated to accommodate the performance of 

Orthopedic Surgeries such as knee, and hip replacements. 

 In addition to constructing facilities, LBJ purchased 20 new dialysis machines, 20 new 

dialysis chairs, 4 new anesthesia machines, a Beckman BC AU80 for the laboratory, Clay 

Adams Sero-Fuge for Laboratory, Opti Medical Opti CCA TS2 for the Respiratory Therapy, 

Philips BV Pulsera C-Arm for the Radiology Department, Erbe Vio 200S for the Operating 

Room, Kavo Dental Xray for the Dental Clinic, 3 new Striker Birthing Beds for the Labor and 

Delivery, and 4 new Striker Prime Zoom Electric Beds for the Emergency Room and the 

Intensive Care Unit (ICU) 

 The new construction projects include the New Finance Building which has been 

awarded, the Pharmacy Clean Room, operating room, and labor and delivery rooms.   

 Since the inception of the hospital in 1968, and spurred by CMS regulations advocating 

for First ever expansion project for Intra-Venous (I.V.) admixture services had to be included at 

the LBJ pharmacy. The pharmacy undertook, a large project to expand the current workspace 

which included the (I.V.) cleanroom for aseptic (I.V) admixture services; an expanded storage 

room for future (I.V.) products including refrigeration for (I.V.) medications; and an expanded 

waiting area for out-patient services which has been completed. 

 The out-patient waiting room has been enclosed with AC to accommodate patients 

inside in a more comfortable setting with more privacy provided at the servicing windows. Out-

patient renovation phase I has already been completed.  

 Phase II of the out-patient waiting room will include expanding the current waiting 

room as well as remodeling the inside to accommodate for future automation.  

 The Pediatric Ward has been repainted along with the acquisition of new furniture for 

the Pediatric Conference and Family Counseling Room located in the Pediatric Ward which 

was previously labeled as “the visitor’s room.”  

 The Pediatric Clinic has been upgraded as well with the purchase of five (5) new kid-

friendly examination tables for each clinic possessing the capacity to support maximum weight 

of 300 pounds. 
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Law Enforcement, Public Safety, and Boarder Security Infrastructural Development 

Progress: 

 

 A new prison was constructed to ensure compliance with incarceration standards 

guaranteeing the protection of prisoners’ human rights.  

 A new kitchen facility was completed demonstrating the Lolo-Lemanu Administration’s 

commitment to complying with all federal and local statutes protecting the rights of the inmates. 

 In light of the repeating saga of prisoner escapes, the 20-feet high cement wall 

encircling the prison is being constructed which aspires to preempt any further escapes in the 

future thus providing the sense of comfort to the residents of the surrounding areas and the 

territory as a whole.  

 From the ashes of the old Central Public Safety Command Center sprang the “Galea’i 

Moali’itele Tu’ufuli” new facility which has not only improved law enforcement effectiveness, 

but also provided up-to-date equipment to enhance the safety and comfort of public safety 

personnel.  

 The brand-new Fire Station was constructed adjacent to the existing renovated Central 

Command Galea’i Moali’itele Tu’ufuli Police Complex with the old facility demolished giving 

way to the construction of the Sogelau Memorial Park. 

 A new gymnasium was also constructed to provide the facility to the law enforcement 

personnel to be physically and mentally prepared to discharge their duties and responsibilities. 

 To help the police officers fully implement their duties and responsibilities 14 new 

police vehicles and 4 Jet-skis were purchased.  

 The parking area at the Tafuna Office of Motor Vehicles has been paved improving 

public access to these facilities.  

 One of the OMV existing structures was renovated and retrofitted to accommodate the 

requirements of the Real ID Project.  
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 One of the OMV existing structures was renovated and retrofitted to accommodate the 

requirements of the Real ID Project.  

 The parking area directly in front of the Galea’i Moali’itele Tu’ufuli Police Command 

Center has been resurfaced providing parking space for vehicular traffic but also improved the 

aesthetics of the area.  

 

Youth and Women Infrastructural Development Progress: 

 

 To complement the Pago Youth Center, construction is underway to build a similar 

youth facility in the Western District providing the same opportunities to the youth to access the 

same facilities and the embedded services. The gymnasiums constructed for the elementary and 

high schools provided additional venues for the youth to use.  

 

 The Veterans Stadium continues to be opened to the public for physical exercise to 

encourage our people to engage in exercise activities to combat rising incidences of diabetes, 

hypertension, and high blood pressure.  

 

Community Facilities Infrastructural Development Progress: 

 

 In spite of the delays due to FEMA demands for compliance to the Flood Zone 

designations, the Fono Building is now back on track with the hope that all obstacles and 

hurdles have been fully addressed facilitating prompt completion of this significant community 

project.  

 Onesosopo Park, Pala Lagoon Park, and Amanave Park restrooms were fully upgraded. 

The Onesosopo Park has been upgraded to improve the safety of the Faga’itua High School 

students utilizing this field.  

 All government parks are continuously being maintained and cleaned for enjoyment by 

the people of American Samoa.  

 The Fagatogo Pavilion was upgraded to provide space to accommodate Fagatogo youth 

sports activities, Fagatogo Village cultural activities, Government events, and temporary 

parking for the Fono. 

 The Shoreline revampment projects at the Faga’alu Park and the Su’igaula Park are 

ongoing to contain severe erosion at the two locations.  

 The Jean Hayden Museum was expanded to provide more and secured space to store our 

cultural assets which have been damaged due to deterioration of the old structure. The new 2-

Story structure was added along with the renovation of the existing Navy built structure.  

 The Sogelau Memorial Park is under construction so we can appropriately and properly 

memorialize one of the most significant events in our history with the first raising of the United 

States Flag at Sogelau.  
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Senior Citizens Infrastructural Development Progress: 

 

 The extremely flood-prone location of the current Senior Citizen Facilities at Pago Pago 

prompted the decision to relocate the facilities to Tafuna. The construction of the new Senior 

Citizen Facility is underway destined to be occupied in early 2020.  

 

 The Dial-A-Program was put in place to ensure that Seniors do not miss their doctor’s 

appointment because of lack of transportation and also to make them mobile around the 

community. 

 

Special Population Infrastructural Development Progress: 

 

 The Mental Health Clinic has been opened for the last three (3) years providing mental 

health services to our mentally ill residents.  

 

 The Office of Vocational Rehabilitation is working with the physically and mentally ill 

residents to improve access to and in their respective homes to improve the quality of their 

lives.  

 

 The Office of Protection and Advocacy is pushing to enforce equal access to all public 

and private facilities by the physically challenged population of American Samoa. This includes 

making all 2-story structures contain elevators.  
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LAW ENFORCEMENT, PUBLIC SAFETY, AND HOMELAND SECURITY 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration recognizes that in a free society, law 

enforcement ensures public safety and upholds the rule of law so that individual liberty 

flourishes. More importantly, that the trust and accountability between law enforcement and the 

community they are sworn to protect is preserved to advance these goals. 

 

 The Department of Public Safety underwent a comprehensive transformation process 

involving the construction of new public safety facilities, purchases of new law enforcement 

equipment, restructuring of its workforce, reclassification of law enforcement personnel to 

properly reflect job hazards, engaging in law enforcement succession planning by reestablishing 

the Police Academy Program, and instilling a public friendly police attitude mode. 

 

 The Department of Public Safety and the Department of Homeland Security 

implemented numerous raids of facilities and businesses deemed to house illegal substances, 

illegal weapons, and other banned materials. These raids have been successful and resulted in 

the confiscation, seizure, and destruction of huge amounts of drugs and illegally imported 

weapons and ammunition. 

 

 In collaboration with the Governor’s Office, the Department of Public Safety enforced 

the Governor’s initiative targeting the elimination of the misuse of government vehicles by 

government employees.  

 

 Public concern over the frequent escapes from the Tafuna Correctional Facilities gave 

rise to the construction of the 20-feet cement wall encircling the prison and this project will be 

completed soon. 

 

 Significant concern over the volume of drugs entering the territory and the escalating use 

by school age population prompted the establishment of the Territory’s Drug Coalition with 

membership from the community, religious leaders, law enforcement leaders, healthcare 

officials, education leaders, business members, and youth representatives.  

 

 The American Samoa Government took additional steps with the enactment of the Drug 

Testing law requiring all employees of the American Samoa Government to be drug tested as a 

perquisite to employment and continued employment.  

 

 The Attorney General’s Office has taken an aggressive posture to prosecute all drug 

related violations by government employees and the community-at-large.  

 

 Since 2013, collaboration between the Department of Human and Social Services and 

the Department of Education has seen a steady decrease in underage drinking from 36% to 24% 

and the age of onset for alcohol use increase from 10 years of age to 12-13 years old.  The 

Substance  Abuse Prevention Coalitions also implemented evidence-based programs,  such as 
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Strengthening Samoan Families and Life Skills, which creates various opportunities to mobilize 

communities, increase awareness, and implement prevention strategies at the grassroots level. 

To date, 714 families with children ages 10-14 have completed Strengthening Samoan Families 

Training and 423 youth, ages 11-13, have completed Life Skills.  

 The DHSS’s Evaluation/ Tobacco Licensing/ Enforcement (PETLE) Program issued 

tobacco licenses to an average of 230 retailers annually, collecting an average of $5,750 in fees 

each year.  

 Since 2013, the PETLE Division secured a contract with the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) to conduct undercover minor inspections, along with inspections for 

advertising and labeling, to further monitor and enforce local and federal tobacco control laws 

with the goal of minimizing tobacco related deaths and diseases in our community.  

 Through the undercover minor inspections conducted by both FDA Tobacco Inspection 

and the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration’s Synar programs, a total of 130 

violations were found since 2014. Approved funding was $574,555 for 2014-2016 and 

$446,522 for 2017-2019.  

 The Substance Abuse Treatment Services (SATS) Program, through the DHSS 

Behavioral Health Services Division, provides screening, assessment, and treatment for 

individuals referred as a result of alcohol and/or drug related matters such as: DUI, underage 

drinking, alcohol abuse, pubic peace disturbance, etc. Evidence-based screening tools, 

treatment therapies, and other approaches are used by our nationally certified substance abuse 

counselors.   

 The SATS program served an average of 200 clients every quarter since 2013, and by 

the end of 2019, a total of 286 individuals were receiving services from the SATS program.  

 The Department of Human Resources in collaboration with the Department of Health 

and the LBJ Tropical Medical Center is designing the protocols for the establishment of the 

first Drug Treatment Program in the Territory. This project is destined to be operationalized 

early 2020. 

 In 2017, DHSS was awarded the State Targeted Response (STR) grant of $250,000 

focusing on efforts and activities addressing the opioid epidemic.  In 2018, President Trump 

renamed the funding to the State Opioid Response (SOR) grant and increased the funding to 

$380,000 to include monies toward technical assistance for program and staff in their targeted 

efforts to address the opioid crisis.   

 The SOR allowed DHSS to deliver and offer several trainings to medical personnel at 

LBJ Tropical Medical Center and the Department of Health (DOH), as well as service 

providers (counselors) from the DHSS, DOH, the American Samoa Community College, 

Department of Education, and non-profit organizations.   

 Current SOR efforts focus primarily on prevention and education of opioid misuse and 

abuse through Public Service Announcements, community outreach, collaboration and training 

of community coalitions, and contracting of local individuals in recovery or peers to promote 

substance abuse treatment, prevention, and recovery services. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration views environment as an integral element of our 

community for it supports the survival of our people, as well as being the source of natural 

resources and remarkable beauty, supporting biodiversity. More importantly, the environment is 

responsible for air purification and disaster control. 

 In support of these principals, the Lolo-Lemanu Administration at the outset established 

the Island Wide Cleanup Campaign requiring all agencies of the American Samoa Government 

to engage in the clean-up of our island; the campaign that continues to be on-going today.  

 The American Samoa Environmental Protection Agency has led the charge in making 

sure that the integrity of the territory’s environment is not compromised by diligently enforcing 

all local and environmental laws and regulations.  

 While we are concerned over the hefty environmental fines levied against Starkist, the 

essence of these fines is to protect our environment from severe degradation. The Shipyard has 

also been cited for environmental violations which it has committed to mitigation.  

 Through the collaboration among the American Samoa Environmental Protection 

Agency, the American Samoa Power Authority, the American Samoa Petroleum Coop, Pacific 

Energy and Solar Inc., over 300,000 gallons of waste oil have been shipped out of American 

Samoa.  

 The American Samoa Environmental Protection Agency has recommended the 

introduction of legislation banning the importation of all foam containers because of its non-

biodegradable character that is damaging our reefs, threatening fish eco-systems, filling our 

landfill, and littering our territory. 

 The Department of Commerce’s Coast Zone Management Program is in partnership 

with the villages to clean their streams and their coastal areas incentivized by monetary 

rewards.  

 Collaboration among the American Samoa Power Authority, American Samoa 

Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Commerce’s Coastal Zone Program and 

Community Organizations have committed to cleaning the mangroves and the wetlands.  

 With the Waste-Energy Project in place our litter problem will be effectively controlled 

as all the rubbish will be incinerated.  

 The American Samoa Environmental Agency is very religious in testing the quality of 

our drinking water and also the ocean water particular beaches frequented by our people.   
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YOUTH AND WOMEN DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration believes that empowering youth and women plays a 

crucial role in the development of our society. Empowerment of women, reduces 

the gender disparity and leads to fairness across all sectors of our society.  

 

 The American Samoa Government has invested significantly in the improvement of its 

educational system so the youth can acquire the intellectual capacity to successfully negotiate 

the challenges of the fast changing technologically based world. 

 Each summer since January 4, 2013, the Government and the Business community 

collaborated to provide summer employment training program for the youth topping 800 in 2019 

from 560 in 2013.  

 To facilitate discussion of youth related issues, the Department of Youth and Women’s 

Affairs, in collaboration with other agencies of the government and the private sector staged 

Summer Youth Conferences every year since 2013.  

 The Department of Youth and Women’s Affairs, in collaboration with the Troy 

Polamalu Foundation continued to offer computer classes for the youth and community 

members alike.  

 Youth who have graduated from high school not pursuing further education with interest 

to use their hands were enrolled in the Trade Skills Apprenticeship Program orchestrated by the 

Department of Youth and Women in collaboration with the Department of Public Works, 

Department of Education, Department of Agriculture, Shipyard Authority and local construction 

companies.  

 The College Graduate Apprentice Program incentivized college graduates to return home 

was implemented in 2013 and continues to offer guaranteed employment with entry salaries of 

$23,000 and $27,000 for a bachelor and master degree holder respectively. This program 

provided employment, since inception in 2013, to over 300 college graduates with the number 

increasing annually. 

 The Department of Human Resources continues to provide on-site training in business 

and government under the WIA Employment Program in which 50% of the cost during the 

training period is financed by federal funds available under named federal program.  
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SENIOR CITIZENS DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration recognizes the value of our Seniors and even though 

their bodies may have grown weaker, they have immense experience and wisdom that can serve 

as a beacon for our younger generations if we allow them to play a key role in teaching the 

youth our cultural values and preserving our traditions. They are the guardians of a rich cultural 

heritage and values which reminds us of who we are and where we come from. 

 Every year since January 4, 2013, the American Samoa Government has hosted a 

Christmas party for all the seniors of American Samoa wherein the Governor, Lieutenant 

Governor and the Cabinet provide a festive event, where the seniors are the guests of honor.  

 Every year since January 4, 2013, the American Samoa Government has celebrated, with 

vigor and activities, the annual National Senior Citizens Day with a Parade, entertainment, and 

an elaborate feast.  

 Every year since January 4, 2013, the Seniors were given the position of honor in the 

American Samoa Government’s annual Labor Force Appreciation Day. 

 Every year since January 4, 2013, the Seniors have been invited as guests of honor to 

participate in our annual Flag Day Celebration.  

 The Territorial Administration on Aging in collaboration with the Department of 

Education and other agencies of the American Samoa Government continues to provide since, 

January 4, 2013 part-time employment for Seniors who meet established income threshold 

criteria.  

 The new Senior Administrative Compound is being constructed in Tafuna to meet their 

needs and to escape the flood-prone site at Pago Pago with the hope that it will be completed in 

the early part of 2020. 

 The Territorial Administration on Aging has continued to provide congregate hot meals 

for all eligible and registered seniors of American Samoa.  
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PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY CHALLENGED POPULATION DEVELOPMENT STATUS: 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration recognizes it’s responsibility to provide the same 

opportunities for productive and rewarding lives for some of our people suffering from some 

form of disability whether physical or mental. We engaged in dedicated efforts to eliminate 

obstacles caused by stereo-types and myths, and our own cultural biases linking disability to 

curses,  which have subjected them to neglect. This neglect, has barred these individuals with 

disabilities from normal economic, social and political activities in their families, communities, 

essential services, and education. 

 The American Samoa Government continues to provide local matching funds to 

maximize the receipt of federal funds financing programs to service the needs of the physically 

challenged population of American Samoa.  

 The Office of Protection and Advocacy is maintaining its programs to safeguard the rights 

of the physically and mentally challenge population to equal access, client assistance, and other 

supportive services to ensure they are not discriminated against.  

 In collaboration with the ASCC Institute for Disabilities, the parents, Office of Vocational 

Rehabilitation, Department of Education, the Office of Protection and Advocacy, the business 

community, the community at large and First Lady Cynthia Malala Moliga, our local Special 

Olympics team have travelled to competitions in the Pacific region, the Middle East and the 

United States. 

 The Office of Vocational Rehabilitation continues to provide assistance to disabled clients 

for the retrofitting of their homes to improve mobility and comfort rendering the same living 

standards expected by the rest of the population. 

 The Office of Vocational Rehabilitation is collaborating with ASTCA to deploy 

communication technology friendly to the disabled population of American Samoa.  

 The DHSS Community Mental Health Services (CMHS) continues to provide direct 

assistance to adults and children diagnosed with a mental disorder, as well as individuals and 

families dealing with the challenges of mental health, trauma, and general functioning.   

 The CMHS served an average of 70 clients every quarter since 2013, and by the end of 

2019, there were a total of 86 individuals receiving CMHS services through collaboration with 

consumers and their family members, CMHS ensures that clients receive office-based 

counseling and education programs, as well as visits to clients’ homes for follow up and 

medication management.     
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IMPOVERISHED AND POVERTY-STRICKEN DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration at its inception committed to leaving no one behind 

with regard to ensuring that their dreams and aspirations are realized. Lolo and Lemanu have 

endeavored to make sure that the special needs of those down on their luck are accorded the same 

opportunities so they can lift themselves out of poverty and become  productive contributors to 

our community and society practicing our cultural and Christian values of sharing.  

 The Department of Human and Social Services has led the charge to improve the lives of 

those deemed to be less fortunate in terms of income and resources through its vigilance and 

diligence in obtaining new and existing financial resources to meet the needs of the impoverished 

residents of American Samoa.  

 Since January 4, 2013, the Department of Human and Social Services (DHSS) has 

secured $209,000,000 to fund its 18 programs that offer prevention, intervention, treatment, 

advocacy and other support services to address societal needs in the areas of behavioral health, 

child care, children and family welfare, nutrition and breastfeeding counseling and education, 

referral and support services for individuals with developmental disabilities, sheltering and 

support services for victims of crime and homelessness, substance abuse prevention and 

treatment, supplemental nutrition assistance for low-income elderly, blind and disabled 

individuals, supplemental nutritional assistance for low-income women, infants, and children, 

as well as tobacco retailer licensing and enforcement. 

 The DHSS’s Children, Families and Communities Program renders services that fosters 

and supports stronger, more resilient communities with each child, family, and individual 

served. 

 DHSS’s American Samoa Child Care Program provides resources to help families gain 

and maintain economic self-sufficiency by offering subsidized child care assistance to 

qualifying low-income parents. This allows low-income parents to continue to work, attend 

school or an approved training program that increases job skills and promotes professional 

advancement, or actively seek employment.  

 Since 2013, an average of 838 children were served each month in child care settings, 

enabling 524 families each month to become more financially self-sufficient. Also, since 2013 

the level of commitment at the federal level to improving the quality of and access to affordable 

child care was elevated, which translated into $2.5 million in fiscal year 2013 to almost $7 

million dollars in fiscal year 2019 for American Samoa.  

 As a result, the current rates for subsidized child care services are almost 3 times what 

was paid in previous years and authorized child care providers now have the resources to keep 

up with the demands of quality care, including but not limited to, increasing staff retention 

through minimum wage compliance (which is now at over 80%). 
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 Under the umbrella of Children and Family Services Program, DHSS delivers a wide 

array of social services encompassing child and adult protective services, adoption and 

guardianship services, emergency shelters for victims of crimes, and child welfare services, 

with a total average of 685 clients served annually.  Since 2013, two new services for 

emergency and temporary housing for homeless individuals and families called the Emergency 

Solutions Grant (ESG), were added to these services. 

   

 The ESG provides short-term sheltering for individuals or families who are or are at-risk 

of being homeless, as well as support for finding employment and transitioning out of the 

shelter through short-term subsidized rent assistance.  

 The Battered Intervention Program (BIP) aims to change the thinking and behaviors of 

offenders by teaching them skills that promote non-violence, increases accountability, and 

enhance the safety of their victims. BIP participants take responsibility for their past and future 

actions, develop empathy for their victims, identify and become more self-aware of the triggers 

for the anger and negativity that often precedes incidences of violence, and more importantly 

they learn strategies for addressing these to prevent further violence and abuse.   

 DHSS’s American Samoa Nutrition Assistance Program (ASNAP) provides monthly 

benefits for low-income elderly, blind, and disabled participants to purchase food items at 

authorized retail stores.  

 ASNAP benefits are to be redeemed for food only and never to purchase tobacco, 

alcohol, or any other nonfood items.  

 On average, 3,832 people per month participated in the program with benefit levels 

ranging from $56 to $139 monthly.   

 Since 2013, ASNAP rolled out a multimillion dollar eligibility system called the Food 

Assistance Delivery System (FADS), for improved service delivery, increased the minimum 

income level to qualify for benefits from $1,008 to $1,718, and implemented the allocation of 

20% in monthly benefits to purchase local food only to promote healthier eating, stimulate local 

food production, and support local farmers food security for low-income infants, children, 

mothers, senior citizens and individuals with disabilities by providing access to nutritious food, 

promoting a healthier diet, breastfeeding promotion and nutrition education.  

 The American Samoa Women, Infants, and Children (ASWIC) Program helps safeguard 

the health of low-income pregnant, breastfeeding, and postpartum women, as well as infants 

and children up to age 5 who are at nutritional risk by providing supplemental foods, nutrition 

education, and health care referrals at no cost to participants.  

 The foods are designed to supplement the energy and nutritional needs of the target 

population.  On average, 4,968 people per month participated in the program.   

 Since 2013, ASWIC rolled out a multimillion-dollar eligibility system called the Health 

and Nutrition Delivery System (HANDS) and transitioned from issuing monthly paper WIC 

checks to participants to using an electronic benefit transfer (EBT) system where participants 

use eWIC cards to purchase WIC foods at local retail stores.  
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MANU’A DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

 

 The Lolo-Lemanu Administration’s commitment to develop Manu’a continues to be a 

priority recognizing, at the outset of the administration, the neglect in upgrading and expanding 

the Manu’a infrastructural system so vital to its economic and social development.  

 The 2019 Annual Report details and chronicles the projects which have been 

implemented to accomplish our vision connected with the development of the Manu’a Islands.  

 Seamless connectivity with the Manu’a Islands by air and surface transportation and 

communications embodied the foundation of our development program and this year continued 

needed investments to accomplish this goal. 

 The history making solar project providing complete and total electrification of the 

Manu’s Islands by renewable energy has bolstered our position in the world as the leader in the 

utilization of alternative energy.  

 Educational infrastructure has been expanded immeasurably entailing the construction 

of new classrooms, the gymnasium, and all other ancillary support facilities.   

 The commitment from Samoa to provide uninterrupted air service to the Manu’a Islands is 

very reassuring while awaiting the re-entry of the Inter Island Airways to service the Manu’a 

market. 

 Scheduled surface transportation voyages to Manu’a by the Manu’atele incentivizes 

fisheries and agricultural development on Manu’a while assuring travel by Manu’a residents on a 

regularly basis. 

 Government presence on the Manu’a Islands is now a reality with the construction of 

the Administrative complexes on Ta’u and Ofu providing office spaces for government 

agencies.  

 Healthcare service has improved in reference to the past but new services need to be 

made available and permanent healthcare professionals require constant uninterrupted presence 

on Manu’a.  

 Telecommunications is readily available on the Manu’a Islands with the same speed 

capacity and reliability existing on Tutuila and Aunu’u with current access to iPTV television 

services currently not available on Tutuila and Aunu’u. 

 The Department of Human and Social Services actively pursued avenues to provide 

additional resources for our people after Tropical Cyclone Gita, beyond what is normally 

distributed through FEMA and other usual post-disaster sources. Applications and proposals 

submitted by DHSS resulted in an additional $20,062,513.00; and the Additional Supplemental 

Disaster Recovery Food Assistance of $18 million authorized by Congress via the Additional 

Supplemental Appropriations for Disaster Relief Act of 2019. 
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CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

 

 The commitment by the Lolo-Lemanu Administration in cultural protection, 

preservation, and perpetuation is rooted in their conviction that our culture and our cultural 

values have sustained us and will continue to be the glue that will bind future generations as 

they will know who they are and where they come from.  

 The foundation of our culture is embedded in our administrative hierarchy providing 

the managing framework inherent to our system of salutation and because evidence of 

salutation inaccuracies has been observed and documented in printed form, failure to correct 

them will corrupt our cultural hierarchy and will continue to be propagated by future 

generations.  

 With the assistance from the Department of the Interior’s Office of Insular and 

International Affairs, funds have been made available facilitating the accurate memorialization 

of our traditional system of salutation.  

 The work is ongoing and expected to be completed in early 2020 and subject to review 

by the appointed review panel comprised of leading chiefs before it is presented to the 

Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Fono Leaders and the Secretary of Samoan Affairs for final 

review and approval.  

 The approved salutation system will be presented to the Fono to be enacted into law 

thus correcting all existing salutation books and forever perpetuate accurate salutation for 

coming generations.   

 

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT STATUS 

 

 The recent U.S. Citizenship decision issued by the Utah Court granting automatic U.S. 

Citizenship to all United States Nationals necessitates immediate attention to the issues 

involving our political status, our relationship with the United States, and our Constitution.  

 The favorable ruling by the Hawaii Court on the Large Vessel Protect Area (LVPA) 

grants us hope that our Deeds of Cessions will be recognized by the Federal Government as 

being legitimate and binding.  

 It is certain that our people are desirous of maintaining our political ties with the United 

States to continue access to financial assistance.  

 Notwithstanding, our current political status prohibits us from seeking assistance from 

any other country nor does it qualify us for United States aid given to the development 

institutions such as the World and Asian Development institutions or United Nation programs.  

 From an economic perspective, being a Territory of the United States subjects us to 

federal economic policies such as the cabotage, federal minimum wage, U.S. Coast Guard 

enforcement, federal monuments and sanctuaries, and others, which have stifled the 

development of our economy to move us towards the attainment of our aspiration for self-

sufficiency and self-reliance.  
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 Regrettably, our people’s perceived absence of faith in our government and lack of 

understanding of the issues at play will continue to stall any attempt to amend our political 

status and constitution to reflect our aspirations relative to the protection of our land-based 

culture.  

 The viability of the fisheries’ industry is being threatened from many fronts, thus the 

economic future of American Samoa is in jeopardy which necessitates exploration and 

implementation of drastic actions and accordingly, I have dispatched letters to  President Trump 

and the U.S. Department of Transportation Secretary Honorable Elaine Chao requesting a 

waiver allowing Samoa Air to pick up passengers in American Samoa destined for Hawaii and 

the mainland.  

 If this request is denied, I have alerted our Washington D.C. consultants to prepare to 

file suit against the U.S. Department of Transportation for purposely restricting our ability to 

grow our economy and displaying discrimination against our people.  

 Invariably our people must hasten the consideration of our political status and to 

propose actions to change our relationship with the United States and our Constitution or the 

decision will be made for us by others lacking understanding of our historical socio-economic 

landscape, the passion and love for our homeland. 

THE PATHWAY FORWARD FOR THE REMAINING YEAR 

 One significant project that will be implemented this year is the 2020 U.S. Census 

enumeration. It is deemed critical because the Federal Government uses our total population 

count to determine the amount of federal funds that our Territory would receive.  

 I am of the opinion that our 2010 Census failed to count every individual that was in 

American Samoa during the time of the 2010 U.S. Census enumeration. Consequently, 

reduction in federal fund allocation was evident.  

 It imperative therefore, that we take all the necessary steps, to make certain that we do 

not repeat the same problem with the implementation of the 2020 U.S. Census. We all bear the 

responsibility to guarantee that every person living in American Samoa is counted in the 2020 

U.S. Census. This population count will materially impact the financial capacity of our 

Territory in the next 10 years.  

 Many projects have been started and more are planned to begin with the hope that most 

of these projects will be completed before exiting the political scene. It is also the fervent wish 

that the new leaders will see to it that all of the started projects are completed to continue our 

journey towards economic growth and quality of life improvement.  

 The most significant objective for the final year of the Lolo-Lemanu Administration is 

to turn over to the new set of leaders a government that is fiscally stable, operationally efficient, 

economically progressive, and socially supportive.  

 The Cabinet has been instructed not to begin any new projects at the end of June and to 

engage in the process of identifying and documenting operational weaknesses and challenges, 

detail documentation of the agency’s status in terms of financial, human resources, inventories, 

physical assets, and vehicles. 

 This report will give the new leaders an instant and complete view of the status of the 

Government and its respective component units so it will not waste valuable time deciphering 

and determining the status of the government and focus on the business of serving our people.   
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CONCLUSION 

 

 It was yesterday, with our people’s vote of confidence, that gave Lemanu and I the 

beginning, and tomorrow, will bring us the end, and in between the beginning and the end, we 

had immersed ourselves collectively to pursue the dreams and aspirations of our people, which 

gave rise to their decision to entrust us with their hopes and dreams for happiness and 

prosperity. 

 So it is very fitting for me, to use this occasion, to say thank you to President Gaoteote 

Pala’ie Tofau and the Senators, Speaker of the House Savali Talavou Ale and the 

Representatives of Tutuila, Manu’a, and Aunu’u,  for the accomplishments we have jointly 

achieved were only possible because of your willingness to take calculated risks with Lemanu 

and I, in making bold and very unpopular decisions while placing our faith in God that the 

expected benefits would be realized. 

 While Chief Justice Lealaialoa Michael Kruse and the Judges have assumed a silent 

existence, you too have contributed much to the betterment of our territory and the lives of our 

people and I applaud all that you and your colleagues have done to move our territory forward. 

 The support of the Department of the Interior and particularly its Office of Insular and 

International Affairs have been invaluable to our quest for economic growth and quality of life 

improvement. I thank you sincerely for trusting my judgement and faith in my leadership ability 

to make difficult decisions which sometimes challenged the existing policies and traditional 

operating protocols.  

 I have been raised to place my faith in God and to continually seek His wisdom and all-

knowing ability to see the future and the consequences of our actions, along with my absolute 

conviction that prayers offered by you, the Servants of God, have contributed to the success of 

my prayers beseeching God to give me the wisdom to make decisions that will benefit the 

people and the courage to make the difficult ones. Thank you for your prayers and your 

encouragement which have given me personal peace when my soul and spirit is troubled or 

when my human frailty attacks and tests my faith in God’s mercy, forgiveness, and 

uncompromising love.  

 The honor and the privilege provided through your vote of confidence empowered 

Lemanu and I to lead our territory is precious and has been engrained in our hearts, so we pray 

that we have done right by you in meeting your dreams and aspirations. If we have fallen short 

of your expectations, it was not from lack of commitment, passion, or trying nor have we been 

negligent in the devolution of our duties and responsibilities. God only knows that we have 

given it our all. 

 The success we have attained was not because of the work that you, Lemanu or I have 

done, but because we were very blessed by God with a great Cabinet fully entrenched and 

equipped with proven leadership skills, excellent skillsets, extensive practical experience, 

dedication, passion, commitment, and the courage to transcend personal discomforts in favor of 

collaboration and team work, placing the good of the people before individual agendas, and 

sharing and aggressively promoting our Administration’s battle cry “People First”.  
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 Lemanu and I lament and mourn our cabinet leaders who were called back by God 

during our journey unable to see the end of our voyage but through us their vision of the future 

was made possible.  

 Allow me again today the privilege and the honor to remember and thank these leaders 

who were integral members of the Lolo-Lemanu Cabinet who helped transform our territory 

and shaped tomorrow for the future generations; Falema’o Phil Pili (2014), Afimutasi Gus 

Hannemann (2015), High Chief Utu Abe Malae (2018), High Talking Chief Puleleiite 

Li’amatua Tufele II (2018), Taeaoafua Dr. Meki Solomona (2017), Ameko Pato (2018), 

Fagafaga Daniel Langkilde (2019) and Muagututi’a Steve Watson (2019).  

 This challenging, demanding, and formidable journey would have been unbearable and 

insufferable had it not been for the tremendous support from our wives, our children, and our 

extended family and in spite the roller coaster voyage you have been forced to accept and 

tolerate, you have always placed our needs first and foremost and for that we are eternally 

grateful.  

 I would be remiss if I neglected to express my profound gratitude and my extreme 

appreciation to you Lieutenant Governor Lemanu for your great support and deep respect 

accorded to me since the inception of our Administration on January 3, 2013. Your sense of 

grave concern and making sure that I was cared for when I was sidelined by illness are gestures 

that I will forever remember and cherish. 

 As I say farewell, I will resort and look to the past’s vast eloquence for in times of great 

change, the task of finding the appropriate words to express the strong emotions I feel to sum 

up a period of my political life that is coming to a close, is near impossible because I have not 

only loved our territory with my soul, but I have also loved our people with my heart, and I pray 

that what I leave behind is a legacy of hope, compassion, forgiveness, dedication, hard work, 

and placing others needs before our own. 

 God Bless American Samoa and all its people, and God Bless the United States of 

America.  

 

Soifua, 

 

 

 

LOLO MATALASI MOLIGA 

GOVERNOR OF AMERICAN SAMOA 


